
The Artists
behind the
Cheech and
Chong My
Homies NFT
collection. 



Billy Perkins 
Billy Perkins is known in the
community for his
psychedelic POAPs,
including this one that five
artists remixed. This was
given out for the first My
Homies online event.



Killer Napkins

Killer Napkins' local Minneapolis artist
Jason Spencer recreated a green
gremlin riding a Harley with bug eyes
and wearing a Mickey Mouse hat.



Nate Bear, an
illustrator and
character designer
from NYC, is known for
his retro cartoony-
ness blended with
bright colors and
dynamic expressions.

Nate Bear



Mobsolete 
Mobsolete, the creative
pseudonym for Houston-
based artist Mark
Williamson, creates posters,
shirts, skateboards, and
NFTs for collectors and
clients around the world.



Mariana Martins is an
animator, sculptor,
painter, and digital
artist.

Mariana
Martins



Kahncept, Chief
Creative Officer at
Grey Midwest, brings
his diverse background
in NFTs, film, TV, and
game development to
his innovative work.

Kahncept 



Billy Perkins 

Billy Perkins' "Ride Low
Live High" POAP was
remixed by five artists
with a fun stoner style.
.



Hood Van Gogh

 Hood Van Gogh is an illustrator,
designer, and director working in
web3 NFTs, creating art for a range
of different brands, record labels, and
cannabis brands.



Violetta
Melnikova
Violetta Melnikova is a
multidisciplinary artist,
painter, and illustrator
based in Milan, Italy,
whose work invites the
viewer to reconnect with
natural forces and ancient
spirits.



Sam
Pierson  
Sam Pierson, a
professional artist,
illustrator, and designer
from Denver, captures
attention with shocking,
rebellious, and iconic
imagery that breaks the
rules of design.



Lunch Pipe 
Bill Cleveland's art is
characterized by his
unique style. This remix
is lit. 



Killer Napkins 

Killer Napkins created a
remixed version of Billy
Perkins Low Rider. The image
features Cheech and Chong
staring stoned at their
tricked-out car being driven
by the green gremlin from the
first airdrop.



Hao Goodman 
Hao Goodman's 420-
themed art features aliens
abducting Cheech and
Chong and their bags of
weed. "Feels Hao Man"



Henry "Loco" Contreras
designs from pencil
sketches and loves screen
printing.

Henry Loco



Vincent Ghoste is an
award-winning
illustrator and muralist.

Vincent Ghoste 



Kyle Confehr, an
ambidextrous artist,
designer, and friend
from Philadelphia, blurs
the lines between art
and graffiti with
nostalgia, humor, and
personal experience.

Kyle Confehr 



Kahncept 

 Kahncept's artwork features Cheech
and Chong smoking a joint and
watching a cow get abducted. It's a
playful and imaginative piece that
captures the spirit of the My Homies
NFT collection.



Jesse
Simpson
For a few years, Jesse
Simpson on his
instagram account
@noiserover has
developed a totally
crazy world. He included
some of it in his 420
airdrop art.



Sean Keeton 

Sean Keeton's paintings
are a manic, day-glo, punk
rock celebration of what
makes us relatable and
vibrant.



Tayen Kim

Tayen Kim is a Los Angeles-based
artist with a BFA from Otis College of
Art and Design.



Joey Howell, a graphic
designer from Maine,
specializes in
illustration and brand
design.

Joey
Howell



Mariana Martins 
 Marina Martins' astronaut
riding a Harley in space is
out of this world! The
artwork features a neon
color palette that is sure
to mesmerize stoners and
space enthusiasts alike. It's
a trippy journey through
the galaxy that will leave
you craving more.



Wooden Cyclops, a 2D
artist and illustrator
from Portland, OR, is
influenced by
psychedelic trips, Mad
magazine, and
80s/90s skate
culture.

Wooden
Cyclops



Fin89's beautiful
woman is holding a
giant ball of dab and
invites us to celebrate
cannabis oil on 710
day.

Fin89



Violetta
Melnikova 

The Honey drips on
710!



AYE
Aye's artwork features a skull
with its mouth open, showing off
the intricate honeycomb inside.
It's a visually stunning piece that
captures the essence of the 710
celebration, and will have
stoners everywhere nodding in
approval.



Nate Bear

Nate Bear's artwork for
the 710 drop is a clever
nod to cannabis oil
culture. The piece can
be turned upside down
to reveal the word oil. 



Hood Van Gogh 

Hood Van Gogh's Alice in
Wonderland-themed art
features Cheech and
Chong's characters lost in
Wonderland. Looks fun. 



Joey Howell

Joey Howell's Alice in
Wonderland-themed art
features enormous feet
and a little bud seen in
both his air drop pieces.



Eva Crawford

Eva Crawford is a multi-disciplinary
designer with over 15 years of
experience in print and digital design
tools.



Mobsolete invited us
into his lime-green
trippy world with a
stoned crew sipping on
some tee waiting for
Alice.  

Mobsolete



Kahncept brings us the
Cheshire cat, and if you look
closely, you can see Cheech
and Chong hanging out in
the clock.

Kahncept



Pop Wonder is an
illustrator and designer
from Portland,
Oregon.

Pop Wonder



Cat Dirty

Cat Dirty is a fantastic
artist, dad, and skater.



Brian
Romero
Brian Romero is a
freelance artist from
Michigan, known for his
eye-popping colors, wild
character designs, and
hand-drawn typography.



Get ready to kick back and
relax with Cheech and
Chong on the couch! In this
piece by Hood Van Gogh,
our favorite duo takes on a
Beavis and Butthead-esque
appearance, Don't be
scared of this Hellblazer.  

Hood Van
Gogh



Wooden
Cyclops

Wooden Cyclops' artwork for the
Halloween drop is the perfect
blend of spooky and stoney. The
piece features a drawing of
Frankenstein with his face made up
entirely of big green joints. It's a
creative and unique take on the
classic monster, and one that will
resonate with stoners everywhere.  



Billy Perkins

Billy Perkins' 12/22 POAP is
a must-have for collectors.
This was the last Proof of
Attendance Protocal given
out in 2022 during the
Cheech and Chong Mic
Drop.



Billy Perkins 

 Billy Perkins drew Cheech
and Chong  geared up for
the one-year My Homies
anniversary, mimicking their
song "Chebornek."



The first collaboration
between two artists.
This was celebrating our
second airdrop on 420.



Fiiidgt

Fiiidgt's piece is a true
masterpiece that captures
the essence of 420 culture.
The face is composed of
continuous lines that create
a sense of depth and
dimension, while the hands
holding a glowing 420 add
a touch of magic and
wonder to the piece. 



Violetta Melinkova 

Violetta's piece is a
beautiful depiction of a
woman enjoying a joint. The
smoke flows with her hair
and the clouds, creating a
surreal and dreamy
atmosphere. The warm and
inviting colors make you
feel like you're right there
with her, taking in the
moment. 



And that's just the beginning, folks!
Stay tuned for more exciting art drops
from the My Homies NFT collection.
We can't wait to see what these
talented artists come up with next


